
For the growing majority of companies whose networks and 

business are inextricably linked, network security has never 

been more of a challenge. Business trends such as

telecommuting, VPN access, wireless networks and extranets 

are poking holes in the traditional network security perimeter by

moving a growing number of employee PCs to unprotected 

places outside the LAN. At the same time, popular business 

applications are becoming more and more network dependent,

giving rise to back doors inside the LAN that hackers can 

exploit. The result is that PCs—or the “endpoints” on a 

network—are increasingly vulnerable and must be protected.



At the core of Integrity’s protection is Zone Labs’ patented technology 

platform. Proven on over 20 million PCs worldwide, TrueVector® 

technology takes a unique “guilty until proven innocent” approach: only 

trusted applications running on endpoint PCs are allowed to 

communicate with the Internet. A multi-layered strategy effectively 

blocks Trojan horses, spyware, malicious worms, and other unknown 

dangers before they can penetrate the network. 

Zone Labs Integrity protects endpoints using a multi-layered  

strategy, incorporating: 

�  Application control that limits network access to software that   

     is trusted.  

�  Distributed firewall technology that controls inbound and outbound

     protocol and port access. 

�  MailSafe protection that quarantines suspicious email attachments.

�  Zones that permit resource sharing within authorized networks.

�  Stealth mode to obscure PCs and prevent hacker attacks.

 

Enterpr i se  

Endpo int   

Secur i t y

Mult i - layered Endpoint Protect ion

Zone Labs Integrity  

delivers value to the  

enterprise by:

� Delivering proven technology  

      that has been field-tested  

      on over 20 million PCs.

� Providing immediate  

      protection with fast and easy

      central administration.

� Maximizing flexibility and  

      productivity for users of  

      networked PCs.

� Leveraging existing IT  

      infrastructure for  

      immediate ROI.

� Reducing the burden 

      and cost for security 

      administrators.

� Supporting enterprise-scale

      deployments.

�WITH ZONE LABS INTEGRITY, system administrators proactively manage  

    enterprise security down to the application level with organized and actionable  

    real-time data. 
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Zone Labs Integrity™ 

recognizes that no 

network is secure 

until every endpoint, 

local or remote, can 

be trusted. 

Integrity is a distributed 

client/server solution that 

protects all network PCs.  

By putting a firewall on  

every client PC, Integrity 

protects each endpoint on 

the network from known and 

unknown threats, blocking 

unauthorized inbound and 

outbound network and 

application connections.  

The central Integrity Server 

offers a flexible, easily-

administered system for 

setting up network security 

rules; the server also gives 

administrators a powerful 

tool with which to balance 

network protection and 

employee productivity for 

real-world security.

D A T A S H E E T

�ZONE LABS INTEGRITY's unique Cooperative EnforcementSM technology works with leading  

   network gateways to ensure only trusted PCs access the enterprise network.

Integrity Server lets you efficiently assign security policies—sets of rules that 

control what network clients can and cannot do—to PCs across the network. These 

policies control all facets of PC communication with the network, down to the 

application level. Using Integrity’s predefined policy templates, you can deploy a 

standard set of security policies in less than a day, and optionally customize 

policies to groups and users over time as your security needs evolve.

Network administrators can connect to the server via a secure, Web-based console 

to create, manage, and deploy policies. They can also view the current state of 

network security via a real-time monitor, or use historical reports. As policies are 

updated, the server dynamically redeploys them across the network instantly, 

ensuring that all users—local and remote—are always in sync with the current set 

of policies. All of this occurs using a minimum of bandwidth, without taxing network 

resources. 

Integr i ty Server

Immediate Security, One Central Location

Installed on every PC connected to the network, Integrity Agent software is 

responsible for retrieving the appropriate policy from the Integrity Server, and then 

enforcing the policy rules on the user’s PC. Integrity Agent runs in the background, 

monitoring all inbound and outbound connections made by applications; making 

ports invisible to hacker scans; checking ports, IP addresses, and domains 

accessed; and examining incoming email attachments. When the agent deems 

network communication to be a security risk (i.e., it goes against assigned policy), it 

blocks the communication and displays an optional security alert to the user. 

Integrity Agent is in regular communication with the server (at intervals set by the 

administrator), sending details of any alerts as well as periodic “heartbeat” 

messages to ensure that the correct policy is currently in force on the user machine. 

Since remote network clients can be security risks even when they are offline, 

Integrity Agent can also enforce policies when the user is not connected to the 

corporate network, reducing the chance that malicious code could piggyback onto 

the network when the user reconnects. Agent settings are password-protected, 

preventing users or hackers from bypassing or disabling the currently assigned 

security policy or agent.

Integr i ty Agent 



�To learn more about secur ing your enterpr ise endpoints wi th Zone Labs Integr i ty,   

    p lease vis i t  us at  www.zonelabs.com/integr i ty

To strengthen security on remote 

personal PCs, administrators can 

run ZoneAlarm® Pro—Zone Labs’ 

award-winning personal firewall—in 

conjunction with the Integrity Agent. 

With ZoneAlarm Pro running, users 

can set security policies that 

govern their personal Internet 

usage sessions. The Integrity 

system uses “policy arbitration” to 

merge personal and enterprise 

policies, guaranteeing maximum 

flexibility and autonomy for end-

users without compromising 

corporate security. 

Extra Protect ion for  

Remote Cl ients 
Because remotely connected users pose special risks, Integrity is 

designed to work cooperatively with a company’s existing 

gateways (such as the Cisco VPN  3000 Concentrator Series).  

For instance, when a VPN-connected client is found not to be in 

compliance with assigned policy, access to network resources is 

restricted. When the user takes the necessary steps to reestablish 

compliance, Integrity restores their access privileges.

   

Cooperative Enforcement With 
Existing Gateways

Platform Independence, Easy Integration

En te rpr i se  Endpo in t  Secur i t y

Because Integrity software is 

platform independent, implementing 

it does not require retooling your 

infrastructure. With Integrity, you can 

seamlessly deploy a full-featured 

security solution on top of your 

existing network, leveraging your IT 

technology to realize greater 

security and a faster return on your 

investment. 

Integrity also complements existing 

security measures such as virus-

protection and intrusion-detection 

software to harden the enterprise 

against new and unknown network 

threats. This enables organizations 

to build best-of-breed security 

solutions—with Integrity as the 

choice for trusted endpoint 

protection.

INTEGRITY 
SERVER

Pure Java 

for maximum 

platform  

flexibility

Cooperative  
Enforcement
Gateway Device

(Cisco VPN 3000  

Concentrator Series)*

Open Database
JDBC-capable

Database Server

(Oracle, MS SQL Server)

Authentication

Directory/ 
Authentication Server

(RADIUS, NT Domain)*

Open Deployment
Network  

Management 
System

(Tivoli, OpenView, SMS)

*Future versions of Zone Labs Integrity will support additional platforms and technologies.



Policy Lifecycle Management
The network landscape is always changing: new and 

unknown threats crop up every day, as do new access 

points that can be compromised. This makes Policy 

Lifecycle ManagementSM—the evolution of security 

policies over time—critical to keeping a corporate network 

responsive to real-world threats. While Integrity delivers 

an immediate ironclad security solution—requiring 

minimal IT supervision—it also enables organizations to 

optionally customize and strengthen their security policy 

as time goes on, at their own pace.

Integrity offers a complete set of tools to manage the 

policy lifecycle process. Using its Policy Studio, 

administrators can easily create, deploy, validate, 

enforce, analyze and refine policies for every type of user 

across the network, from the most vulnerable to the most 

trusted. Integrity also delivers instant security with its set 

of predefined policy templates. Templates offer 

administrators time-tested security strategies that they 

can apply immediately and optimize over time to meet an 

organization’s unique needs.

Integrity makes it easy for system administrators to keep 

tabs on emerging vulnerabilities and fine-tune their 

policies to make sure they are delivering prudent security 

without impinging on employee productivity. Current 

network status can be viewed in real time using Integrity 

Monitor, which provides a snapshot of event activity and 

helps administrators respond quickly to any breaches of 

security. Event logs can also be displayed in a variety of 

report formats. These reports can help identify trends in 

network activity and places where policies might be 

strengthened. 

Zone Labs Integrity takes the burden off of system administrators with these features:  

� Program Observation Mode—Let Integrity automatically

      identify network-accessing applications for quick and easy

      policy creation.

� Standard Policy Templates—Create effective  

      security policies fast with predefined sets of rules.

� Customizable Alerts—Tailor security alerts to keep 

      users informed and productive while reducing your 

      help desk burden.

� Real-Time Monitor—Access instant, easy-to-read 

      snapshots of network security and program activity.

� Transparent Policy Deployment—Update    

      security policies across the network in real time, with   

      no downtime or network congestion.

� User-based Policy—Assign policies once,  

      and have those policies stay with users regardless 

      of how or where they access the network.

� Role-based Policy—Provide appropriate levels of protection

      to differing users and groups.

 

� Historical Reporting—Spot trends in network activity  

      with predefined reports.

Easy Policy Management

�ZONE LABS INTEGRITY significantly reduces the burden and time of security  

    deployment with automatic network program inventory tools and default policy templates. 
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Program rules for “Cautious”

Program Rules allows you to specify general rules for unknown programs, specific rules for known programs and to log
program activity for reporting purposes.

Record program activity Observation frequency (in sec): 120              

Choose Internet Zone and Trusted Zone rules for all programs other than those listed as known.

Unknown Programs

Program Info

General rules for unknown programs

Zone Allow Connect Allow Server Allow Pass-lock

Internet

Trusted

Known Programs

Choose Internet Zone and Trusted Zone rules for each known program listed below. Click Port Permissions to specify the
ports a program can use.

Zone Allow Connect Allow Server Allow Pass-lock

Select all

Program Info

Internet

Trusted4.7.2480

3.0.1 (Rel)

Internet

Trusted

AOL Instant Messenger (SM)   

Cisco Systems VPN Client         

ADD or REMOVE

✓

✓ ✓

✓ ✓

✓

Internet

Trusted

Internet Explorer         

5.00.2920.0000

✓ ✓

✓ ✓

✓

Internet

             

Microsoft Outlook       

✓ ✓ ✓

Administrator: Super Administrator | LOG OUT

POLICY SETTINGS
DETAILS

USERS & 
GROUPSAGENT

AssignmentsPolicy Name 
& Notes

ConfigurationAccess 
Zones

Mailsafe & 
Lock Rules

Program 
Rules

Firewall 
Security 
Rules

Choose Internet Zone and Truste 

Unknown Programs

Program Info

General rules for unknown 

programs

Zone
Internet

Trusted

Known Programs
Choose Internet Zone and Trusted Zone rules for 
ports a program can use.

Select all

Program Info

Internet

Trusted4.7.2480

3.0.1 (Rel)

Internet

Trusted

Cisco Systems VPN Client         
✓

✓

       ernet Explorer         

AOL Instant Messenger (SM)   



Zone Labs offers comprehensive service and support 

options for enterprise customers. Dedicated technical 

support is available 24/7 via phone, secure Web site, 

or on-site systems engineers. Zone Labs is 

committed to providing our enterprise customers with 

the world-class service and support they need to 

maximize their technology investments.

Zone Labs, Inc. is a leading creator of Internet 

security solutions for enterprises, service providers, 

small business,  and consumers. Zone Labs’ award-

winning product line, ZoneAlarm, ZoneAlarm Pro and 

Zone Labs Integrity, is built on the company’s 

TrueVector technology. Zone Labs’ field-tested and 

proven technology protects millions of corporate and 

government computers worldwide. 

Zone Labs Service and Support About Zone Labs

US Headquarters

Zone Labs, Inc.

1060 Howard Street

San Francisco, CA  94103   

tel  (415) 341-8200      

fax (415) 341-8299

European Headquarters

Zone Labs, GmbH

Düsseldorfer Str. 40a

65760 Eschborn, Germany

tel   +49 6196 773 670    

fax  +49 6196 773 6777

S y s t e m  R e q u i r e m e n t s

Operating Systems
- Microsoft® Windows®  

  95/98/Me/NT/2000 and XP

  

Processor
- 200 MHz Pentium (or greater)

Memory
- Minimum: 32 MB RAM

Hard Disk Space
- Minimum: 4 MB  

Integrity Agent or ZoneAlarm Pro 

�To learn more about securing your enterprise endpoints with Zone Labs Integrity, please visit us at 
     www.zonelabs.com/integrity
�To learn more about securing your enterprise endpoints with Zone Labs Integrity, please visit us at 
     www.zonelabs.com/integrity
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Operating Systems
- Windows 2000 Server and  

   Advanced Server 

Processor
- Intel-based: 600 MHz 

  Pentium III (or greater) 

 

Web Browsers
- Internet Explorer 5.0  

  (or higher) 

- Netscape Navigator 6.0  

  (or higher) 

Database Management 

Systems
- Oracle 8.1.7 

- Microsoft SQL Server 2000 

Java Virtual 

Environment
- Sun Java Runtime   

  Environment, 1.3.1 for  

  Windows
†
 

Web Application 

Servers
- Apache Tomcat 4.0.1

†

- Tomcat Servlet for IIS 4.0.1

Gateways (Optional)
- Cisco VPN 3000 Concentrator  

  Series

JDBC Drivers
- Oracle “thin” JDBC Drivers 1.2

†

- WebLogic SQL Server/ 

  JDBC driver

Directory and 

Authentication 

Applications

- RADIUS 

- Windows NT Domain Services

Integrity Server* 

*Future versions of Zone Labs Integrity will support additional platforms and technologies. 
†
 Installed with Zone Labs Integrity.


